
Temporary Event Spaces
for all your events need



The event sector is increasingly gaining momentum. Be it a rock concert, fashion 
show, trade fairs, sporting events, anniversary or product launch: Your visitors 
constantly expect more! That’s why it is important to pick up on current trends and 
create unique and unforgettable experiences.

Captivating spaces
To create captivating yet functional spaces, the spatial structural frame work needs to 
work precisely in the best interest of the event’s requirements – even if time often is a 
critical factor!

Apart from the room size, equipment and environment, individual customer wishes 
must also always be taken into account with competent mobile space solution 
planning. An experienced partner is important, a partner who knows the challenges of 
major events and can master these reliably. A partner for whom premium quality also 
always means premium service. A partner like Losberger De Boer. For an extraordinary 
event space experience.

Performance without limit
From the initial concept right through to the safe construction and dismantling: When it 
comes to the rental of high-quality marquee systems and creative event space concepts, 
Losberger De Boer not only offers countless solutions – it also always provides a reliable 
and comprehensive service.

Following a personal consultation, our project managers will take over the full 
planning. Our experienced site managers ensure a quick and well organised assembly 
as well as an official turnkey handover. Losberger De Boer will remain flexible 
throughout the process, our professionals will find solutions for any last minute 
requests, extensions, or adaptions.

In addition Losberger De Boer can support you with comprehensive services prior to 
and after your event, including: Interior decoration, heating, air-conditioning, security 
and more – leaving you to focus on your role and the success of your event.

A trusted brand
Why are we the first choice when it comes to hiring temporary structures for events? 
Because our company can look back on 100 years of experience, offer the greatest diversity 
by providing optimal, innovative and advanced designs from our extensive product 
portfolio, fulfilling any request. Not forgetting the high quality of our systems, which is 
noticed and appreciated by both customers and visitors, an essential element of the brand 
experience. Losberger De Boer does whatever it takes to be a reliable partner and meet 
every deadline. 

Regardless of what might be the most important reason for you: We are proud that 
countless decision-makers from all sectors in the event industry worldwide rely on 
Losberger De Boer for delivering turnkey event services.

More ideas. More performance. 
Losberger De Boer.

Green. Greener. Losberger De Boer.

Losberger De Boer takes its 
environmental responsibilities 
seriously: Green events, saving 
energy, reducing CO2 emissions, 
avoiding waste and providing an 
active contribution to saving the 
environment is very important for the 
events sector.

A sector trend that Losberger De Boer 
is prepared for. To contribute our part 
in protecting the environment, we 
align all our corporate decisions in 
order to satisfy all aspects of 
sustainability. 

Certified in accordance with:
¢¢ DIN ISO 9001
¢¢ DIN ISO 14001
¢¢ FAMAB sustainable company

Consultation, 
planning & 
design

Assembly Turnkey
handover Support 

Taking 
down

On schedule and reliable: 
Losberger designs space 
concepts for hosting 
perfect events.
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Football, golf or giant slalom: Whoever organises a 
major sport event has to overcome numerous obstacles. 
Tournaments have to be planned in the shortest time, 
budgets must be calculated, athletes engaged, 
authorisations obtained, and locations have to be 
booked. 

However, in the area surrounding the respective arena, 
guests, press and the audience would also like to be fed, 
accommodated and looked after in mobile assembled 
premises. With Losberger De Boer, space becomes an 
experience, your visitors will be so impressed, they 
won’t believe they are inside a temporary building.

Ready. Steady.
Losberger De Boer.

VIP areas at winter sport events:
Thanks to good insulation with high quality materials, 
the warmth remains in the marquee – and the cold stays 
out!
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Maximum performance in sport, at the track and the 
facilities that surround it. Be it a race, derby, tournament 
or championship, during a World Cup or at the 
OlympicGames: We give your sporting event 
performance premises.

Losberger De Boer can provide much more than 
hospitality space solutions; from infrastructure to entire 
Olympic villages can be provided, offering 
accommodation for athletes and their teams, as break 
rooms, canteens, offices, physiotherapy practices, 
security checkpoints and even retail space.

Records. Performance.
Losberger De Boer.

Losberger De Boer space solutions provide spectators 
with optimal, panoramic views and comfortable facilities 
for watching an enjoying sporting event at close proximity.
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At the heart of the
community. For every
occasion. Losberger De Boer.

Marquees for community reading rooms, high streets as 
covered catwalks, city centre ice rinks, or even public 
parks as a lively festival – all achieved in public spaces 
using Losberger De Boer event structure solutions.

With themed interiors, clever lighting, podiums and 
staging, catwalks, furnishing, air conditioning systems, 
spectator stands: our flexible solutions turn public spaces 
into community events and brand experiences for 100’s or 
even 1000’s of visitors. Safety first – Losberger De Boer 
meets all relevant health and safety legislation. It goes 
without saying that we leave every site exactly how we 
found it, as all our products are fully re-locatable.

Be it Berlin, Dresden, 
London, Montreal or 
Mexico City – events 
hosted in an urban spaces 
need flexible, practical and 
safe systems.
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Companies. Celebration.
Losberger De Boer.

Take the stress out of organising corporate events. You and 
your colleagues already have your work cut out for you with 
your everyday tasks; so when staff parties, exhibitions or 
large company anniversaries must be organised you need 
event experts at the ready – this includes mobile space 
concepts for hundreds or even thousands of guests!

Wouldn’t it be nice to have a partner who takes the weight 
off your shoulders? Who looks after everything from A to Z? 
From conception, planning and assembly to the handover of 
your event structure, Losberger De Boer guarantees you a 
turnkey package. In addition, Losberger De Boer can also 
take care of all other services, from catering and decoration, 
to furniture and security. Losberger De Boer is here for you!

Regardless of the location 
of your corporate event – 
Losberger De Boer creates 
the finest event structures.
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Your trade show or product launch is approaching, it has 
involved many months of preparation. The new vehicle 
model is ready, the current collection is complete! You 
will need display areas, space for your guests, press, 
bloggers, catering crew and backstage teams. All of this 
has to be achieved under one roof or across several 
structures.

Simply tell us what you need: covered red carpets, 
exclusive VIP lounges, presentation areas with the wow 
factor, or even stages with built-in pulse accelerators 
that present your products in the best possible light. 
Short of lead time? No problem, we will ensure your 
show, presentation or product launch is ready in time – 
it will be an unforgettable experience for all persons 
involved!

Product. Experience. 
Losberger De Boer.

Your event space needs to 
reflect the quality of your 
new products and brand, 
Losberger De Boer event 
structures set the perfect 
scene.
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Lights off. Spot light on. Losberger De Boer.

Not only do our products and services present your 
products in the best light, we can also provide the actual 
lighting – presentations and product launches often 
require black out presentation spaces and specialist 
lighting. Losberger De Boer can provide black out 
interiors and special covers to create the perfect setting 
for your special lighting installations for maximum 
impact. So, what are you waiting for? Lights off, spot 
light on! 

By the way: We not only offer you space with perfect 
lighting conditions but also impressive interior design. 
Interiors can be created in line with your design brief, 
using high quality materials and smart systems, your 
visitors will hardly even notice that they are in a mobile 
space solution.
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Knowledge. Exchange. 
Losberger De Boer.

You need a structure for a congress, conference or a 
seminar? A location that can be adjusted to the number 
of participants in short notice? Venues that are aligned 
exactly to the programme and your event’s requirements? 
That are installed at your desired location? Then we have 
to talk.

We provide customised space concepts for 100 to 10,000 
participants and ensure that nothing is left to be desired. 
Optimal light, technology and air-conditioning, as well as 
podium architecture that can be seen from all angles. We 
offer a variety of different seating options and state-of-
the-art rest room facilities. You can focus fully on the 
congress programme, we will take care of all the rest!

From reception and 
registration, to the congress 
day and right up to the 
evening gettogether – 
congresses need a flexible 
venue.
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The trade fair is calling. Delegates are coming from all 
corners of the world, the whole industry gets together to 
establish contacts, marvel at innovations or exchange 
expertise. Who’s right at the heart of this?
Losberger De Boer: with fascinating temporary space 
architecture, double-storey structures and entire trade fair 
halls with covered surfaces up to 30,000 m². All assembled 
quickly, reliably and flexibly.

Needless to say, you can also expand your space without 
any hassle, especially for logistics or warehousing purposes. 
Tell us about your trade fair vision – and we will provide you 
with the perfect space!

Industries. Meeting points. 
Losberger De Boer.

Be it a trade fair booth, 
trade fair hall or the 
equipment for a complete 
trade fair with temporary 
structures:
Losberger De Boer offers a 
matching size for every 
challenge.
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International fashion shows to art exhibitions, with their 
own dining and retail areas, or the World’s largest plant 
and machinery trade fair: Simply tell us how many 
square metres you have at your disposal and your 
particular requirements. Guests and visitors will be 
amazed with Losberger De Boer’s cleverly designed 
presentation spaces, exclusive VIP areas and modern 
architecture.

Elaborately designed outdoor facilities and unique trade 
show booths, not a problem! At Bauma, Munich, the 
largest international construction machine trade fair 
worldwide, we provided a temporary home to huge 
excavators, gigantic crane systems and many other 
exhibits. No matter what the scope of your require- 
ments – together, we will find an impressive solution. 

Exhibitors. Successes. 
Losberger De Boer.

If trade fair halls don’t offer 
enough space, simply utilise 
outdoor areas.

Mobile space solutions in all 
imaginable sizes and forms 
provide your exhibitors with 
a suitable solution.
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Enjoyment. People. 
Losberger De Boer.

For event catering, experience dining and hospitality, 
your guests want to be wowed by new ideas and we 
don’t just mean in the culinary sense! The venue, the 
space, the design and the décor, all play an important 
part in the overall experience and comfort of your 
guests, they want to be pampered.

Asides from quality, comfort and interior design, the 
space solution must allow your service staff the ease and 
comfort to carry out their services roles efficiently. Tents 
for the delivery of fast food at open-air events, stylish 
hospitality areas, preparation tents for catering and 
personnel as well as kitchen tents, just a few examples of 
what Losberger De Boer can offer. In a nutshell: We 
understand your needs and create unique outdoor 
gastronomy experiences that your guests are sure to 
remember for a long time!

Enjoyment starts with the 
right location. The flexible 
space solutions by 
Losberger De Boer cater 
for every taste.
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www.losbergerdeboer.com


